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Dr P~ul Redmond, head of the cheers
service at Liverpool University, has been
commenting in the press on the problem
of "helicopter parents":' those who hover
over every aspect of their child's life.
Teachers are familia~ with parents wishing
to be in'near-constan-tmobile phone
comm~nicationwith their child during
the·school day. But, most recently, it seems
that over-involved parents - not content
with controlling their offspring's university
.education (aRcr all, they're paying for it) are muscling in 00 the workplace. It's
not unheard of, apparently, for parents to
. negotiate promotions and pay rises on their
children~s'behalfor complain vociferously
about their workiag conditions.
I believe a similar over-protectiveness is
creeping into the teaching profession.
"Helicopter teachers" are on the increase.
Teachers today are increasingly held to
account for measurable lesson-by-lesson
progress by pupils. And a fear ofeven
-aiem.Glltai¥4"~ilure islcad~ng-t0.-'·' " ,. :.v.

suffocating control-freakery. Teachers feel
they Cannot ~e die chance of allowing
. pupils the space necessary to explore ideas,
form their own conclusions, and ask and
answer their own question~. They'd like to
indulge that lUxury, but the risks are toO .
great~· it might interfere with the relentless
march of "progress"..
Instead, teachers offer shan,' structured
tasks with instant feedback. The helicopter
teacher hovers nearby, nudging the poor
pupil along the "correct path", ready to
rescue them from disaster before they have
begun to s.ense any danger. Prompts and
hints are liberally given, and sanctions are
immediately imposed for any hesitation
that might be deemed time "off task".
This. approach might seem helpful at the
ti.me, but iris destructive long term. It
fosters an unhealthy dependency on the
teacher/and makes it impossible for
learners to devdopautonomy. Being
hands-on as a teacher is not always a good.
thing; there is.a time for standing back and

letting learners get themselves into - and
alit of - a mess. Avoiding such valuable'
experiences means young people will leave
school with an unrealistic idea of what it is
to work at anything for themselves.
How much of the frustration pupils
experience is due to the constant
interference of their teachers, the relentless
effon to prevent them from making
mistakes? A less interventionist approach
might not win us friends with school
managers and parents - who might accuse
us of abdicating our responsibilities - but
learners would benefit from the
opponunity to learn for themselves
without constant interruptions.
Where pupils are desperate forc0nstant
guidance, advice, direction and suppon,
the damage has already been done and any
attempt to change the classroom dynamic
is likely to bea threatening orfiightening
experience. But if we don't act, olir schoolleavers will be increasingly unable t~ stand
on their own two feet.

